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Abstract—Cloud computing became recently one of the most

popular multi-layer distributed computational and data pro-

cessing environments with various types of services, dis-

tributed data storages and resources. With rapid development

of mobile technologies, computational clouds have been trans-

formed into the systems with dynamically changing topology

and flexible infrastructure through integration with the mo-

bile devices and mobile users as the whole system nodes and

actors. The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive

study and critical comparative analysis of the recent develop-

ments in the Mobile Clouds with a new energy optimization

criterion scheduling.

Keywords—energy awareness, mobile cloud computing, sched-

uling.

1. Introduction

Computational Cloud (CC) can be considered as a compu-

tational environment that contains many servers distributed

at geographical locations [1]. The complex structure can

be modeled as a hierarchical architecture composed of

three main layers, namely: Application as a Service (AaaS),

Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service

(IaaS) [1].

In today’s cloud computing the role of the mobile devices

is not limited just to the client devices for the cloud users.

The mobile platforms can be also considered as data stor-

age and access nodes of the cloud system. In mobile cloud

environment, the remote server access with mobile devices

is mandatory [2]. All conventional and recently developed

features of traditional CC such as privacy, security, energy

awareness, resource reliability, system reliance, etc., must

be analyzed differently in case of Mobile Cloud (MC) com-

puting systems [3]. A fair optimization of the energy con-

sumption, mainly because of short battery life, seems to be

a crucial for the design of modern mobile cloud schedulers.

The main aim of this paper is to present comparative anal-

ysis of CC and MC systems with a focus on energy aware-

ness in resource and cloud application management and

scheduling.

The paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 dis-

cusses the generic model of MC environment, including

the detailed characteristics of the system and different types

of MC. Section 3 discusses wide range of scheduling prob-

lems in MC and addresses the most important schedul-

ing criteria such as energy consumption. There is short

comparative analysis of main CC and MC features. This

chapter contains also some recently developed methodolo-

gies for complexity reduction of the processes implemented

and executed at the mobile devices. Those methodologies

are named the offloading methods and can be applied for

users’ applications computational time reduction, modifi-

cations of the authentication and authorization procedures.

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) method

implemented in IaaS cloud layer is also presented in this

charter as a basic hardware methodology for Mobile Cloud

energy consumption optimization. Section 4 presents the

selected energy-efficient algorithms in MC systems, namely

Scavenger [4], MobSched [5] and Scheduler of Mobile

Cells [6].

2. Mobile Cloud Environment Generic

Model

Similarly to traditional Cloud system Mobile Cloud (MC)

environment can be modeled as multi-layer system. How-

ever in this model each cloud layer is in fact a combination

of classic infrastructure with mobile devices. Cloud plat-

forms are therefore extended by the mobile services and

mobile client applications. Mobile databases must be in-

tegrated into cloud data centers, while mobile applications

are usually sent to the cloud system for execution in or-

der to offload the mobile system nodes. This last feature

is very important especially due to mobile devices limited

data storage and computational performance. Mobile cloud

devices (e.g. smartphones, tablets, etc.) are used by mo-

bile users who often change their location, leave and/or

join the systems dynamically and may have limited access

Fig. 1. Mobile Cloud system generic model.
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to cloud data and services. Simplified Mobile Cloud system

is shown in Fig. 1.

Brief characteristics of the system main components will

be provided in the following subsections.

2.1. Mobile Cloud Core

The core of the Mobile Cloud is traditional cloud infras-

tructure, which is usually modeled as a 3-layer system. It

consists of System as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Ser-

vice (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) layers [2].

Software-as-a-Service layer can be defined as a computa-

tional environment providing online services for the Web

browsers. SaaS structure delivers many different applica-

tions that can personalize cloud system according to indi-

vidual user’s requirements. Gmail and Amazon are exam-

ples of the SaaS [7]. SaaS layer provides specific software

packages for the cloud users.

Platform-as-a-Service is development environment for

cloud applications. It is independent from the hardware,

so the applications can be more flexible. This platform

makes data and applications portable, so teams of engineers

that are in different geographical locations can concurrently

work using PaaS. They can see all the changes the other

did and cooperate without any distance borders. This tech-

nology is also very useful for big corporations with branch

offices - employees still can work on the same project, it is

easy for them to share the results of their work and to do

backups. Google App Engine is the example of PaaS [7].

Infrastructure-as-a-Service is the last main layer of cloud

service, which is also the core of the whole cloud struc-

ture. IaaS is based on physical networks and hosts data and

databases and running applications. IaaS is a physical layer

of the cloud and is composed of the physical computational

unit-connecting cluster and devices. The main IaaS of the

resource management problem is to provide users access to

virtual machines at the same time. Another issue is effec-

tive task scheduling, in order to provide clients and tasks

distribution between virtual machines to achieve the best

system performance [3].

2.2. Mobile Cloud Nodes and Users

Mobile devices can be considered as integral part of the

cloud network. It means that some numeric operations

can be performed on those devices. The main limitation

of cloud mobile nodes is limited computational capacity

and data storage, as well as relatively short battery life.

It means that only lightweight numerical tasks and very

simple databases can be implemented there. Different mo-

bile devices can be included in or dropped from the cloud

physical layer very often. MC users’ mobility manage-

ment is supported by geolocation systems and communi-

cation technologies such as GSM, Wi-Fi, GPS. All such

methods may increase energy consumption, which results

in battery life decrease. Recently two peer based techniques,

namely “Escort” [8] and “Virtual Compass” [9] have been

proposed as lightweight alternative for such geolocation

problems.

Three cloud’s layers short comparison of the CC and MC

systems main features are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1

Two cloud types system layers short comparison

System’s layer
Computational Mobile Cloud

Cloud (CC) (MC)

SaaS

Software Applications are

applications are not used by users

located on the through the

user’s devices vendor’s website

PaaS
Static Dynamic

IaaS

Table 2

Two cloud types system layers short comparison

Technology/
CC MC

features

Security
Might be on

High level is

an high level

difficult to

achieve because

of many external

users

Energy
High, as

Low but mobile

consumption
computational

units are

unit is powered

supplied from

from AC mains

internal battery,

which limits

their operating

time

Scheduling
Difficult

Very difficult

to manage

to manage because

of Mobile Cloud

structure

Information presented in Table 2 show that the whole

resource management and scheduling issues are much

more complex in MC than in classic CC.

2.3. Characteristics of the Mobile Cloud

2.3.1. Security

CC achieves high security level if data is stored in the

Private Cloud. MC has dynamic structure where users

can join in or drop off the cloud very often. This feature

of MC can cause several issues of data security even if

information is stored in the mobile Private Cloud. On the

other hand it is obvious that as long as memory for data

storage in mobiles is not large, many users store their per-
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sonal data in the cloud. The main security issues include

the following:

– privileged users access,

– data location,

– data segregation,

– recovery,

– investigative support,

– long-term viability.

One of the most interesting recent solutions for cloud sys-

tems security is model based on “weblets” technologies

[10]. In this model, security framework that includes cloud

manager, cloud node manager and cloud fabric interface

consists of the following steps:

– check if framework is safe for the system,

– authenticate between weblets,

– perform authorization,

– establish connection and perform verification.

The safe weblets container is implemented on the mobile

device and in the cloud. The authentication and authoriza-

tion sessions supports access control with some specified

privileges. MobiCloud is one of examples of weblets based

system [10]. The architecture of MobiCloud security sys-

tem is based on Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) frame-

work. Its main features are:

• MobiCloud is used as a link in authentication pro-

cess, while cryptography is used for data access and

its detachment;

• protection of the information in the system is based

on VirtualTrust and Provisioning Domains that con-

tain nodes responsible for message’s security system

in MobiCloud;

• MobiCloud is used to define the risk level. The risk

management service finds malicious nodes that may

cause some problems [10].

2.3.2. Privacy

The privacy issue in MC relates the type of cloud (hybrid,

private, public, etc.) and with the type of applications that

are executed on mobile devices. When the device connects

to the MC, applications and user get access to the data

stored in the cloud. It is important to provide way to pro-

tect data and at the same time let user to decide about

privacy level. Some examples of such methods are dis-

cussed below.

In Mobile Cloud network architecture and design must be

flexible and adaptive to all changes in its topology. The

users often join or leave the network so some nodes are

activated or deactivated by the system. Network random

users are never fully trustworthy. The authentication pro-

cess must be therefore adapted to the dynamic structure

of the cloud. Even when the authentications requests are

very frequent because of the high traffic in the cloud, the

securing process needs to be completed. It can charge the

system significantly, so it is important to avoid asymmetric

key operations and sending large messages. The solution

is the PKASSO protocol that is based on Public Key In-

frastructure [11]. PKASSO offloads the mobile devices in

executing complex operations. However, this method re-

quires fast Internet connection.

Another solution for privacy in mobile cloud nodes is Onion

Routing Model [12]. It provides messages multiple encryp-

tion, as every message transport chain element adds its own

level of encryption. Nodes task is to remove the last layer

of encoding, read routing instructions, and send data to the

next router with encryption. The intermediary nodes can-

not see neither sender nor recipient of the message. This

solution is a type of anonymous protocol, which is some-

times unreliable as intermediary node topology can change

dynamically. Anonymity is the core issue of the problem.

On the other hand, it should be always considered that the

higher level of privacy is implemented in the public mo-

bile cloud, the higher are transmission and computation

costs [12].

As regards the privacy issues it might be important to let

users set privacy level they want to use in the public Mobile

Cloud. As it was mentioned, some of the applications may

use information about users of the cloud. In [13] authors

discussed Privacy Rights Management for Mobile Appli-

cations system allowing users to decide what information

they want to share and what privacy level they want to keep

on their device.

2.3.3. Energy Utilization

Energy consumption is a crucial issue for Mobile Cloud

systems. Devices connected to the cloud are battery-

powered, therefore it is important to use energy sav-

ing techniques. To optimize energy consumption in the

cloud, information of node performance and tasks load is

mandatory.

There are two main methodologies energy consumption

measurement: hardware-based and software-based. The

first category includes:

• Power usage map tool, that allows programmers to

modify their source code to do it more energy effi-

cient. However it is possible only with open source

operating systems, because kernel modification are

required. Consumption of energy is measured by in-

strumentation. Optimization is manual, based on en-

ergy measurement in reference to source code [14];

• Power usage framework, where power consumption

is measured by sensing power supply current via

shunt resistor. To use it the test software script must

be first downloaded on the mobile device from the

server. The framework sends power consumption re-

sults back to application run on server, and optimiza-

tion can be done automatically. After the test the

results are sent back [15].
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It seems that energy usage related to the tasks is not con-

venient and in many cases not possible as it requires hard-

ware that usually is not available within the nodes. The

software techniques based on tasks time execution let avoid

this limitation. An example of the software-based method-

ology is PowerSpy [16] implemented for Microsoft Win-

dows operating systems.

Some examples of energy-aware “green” mobile projects

are presented in the Table 3.

Table 3

Green mobile projects examples

Name Region Target

Earth Europe Mobile network

Green IT Japan Commercial IT

Green Grid Global Data centers

OPERA-Net Europe Mobile networks

Green500 USA Supercomputer

2.3.4. Cost Specification

As it was mentioned, the main issue in Mobile Clouds is

the dynamics of the system topology. At any moment the

architecture of the cloud can change, some devices can join

or drop from the cloud. In addition the number of servers

or type of executed task can change at any moment. That

is why it is so difficult to optimize execution time or to set

the schedulers.

The MC costs can be divided into two main groups: Total

Cost of Ownership (TCO) and utilization cost [17]. There

are four factors influencing cost analyze time, energy, exe-

cution time and storage time.

TCO is a cost of keeping and managing the IT infrastructure

in the cloud, i.e. energy, software, servers, network support,

cooling system, etc. Utilization costs are the resources used

by application or user. It is important to be aware that

because of the cloud architecture the number of resources

(devices, servers) is dynamically changed.

Additional (surrogate) servers, used in cloud for offload-

ing tasks from mobile devices increase system cost. The

cost models, created for cloud cost optimization use re-

source monitoring and profiling; methods to balance the

cost vs. the benefit from offloading task to surrogate servers.

The cost models try to predict energy consumption, video

quality, and performance are predicted for every surrogate

server.

2.3.5. Main Mobile Cloud Features

As it was discussed in previous subsections MC has sev-

eral problematic features. To address them the implemen-

tation of specific algorithms is required, like presented

in Table 4.

2.4. Main Types of MC Systems

Similarly to CC systems, there are several types of the

Mobile Clouds that can be based on the management

Table 4

Mobile Cloud implemented algorithms examples

Issue Problem Algorithm

Energy Video coding and

Adapts to the

consumption data transmission

video and

underlying

network traffic

to minimize the

total energy

consumption [18]

Video quality

The Mean Square

Adopted

Error between

a power rate-

the original

distortion model

video frames and

to capture the

the decoded

trade-off among

video frames [19]

the encoding

rate, energy

consumption of

the encoder, and

the video

quality [20]

Power saving
Consumption of

Power-saving

system
energy during

access point

computing

(PSAP) used for

solar/battery

powered

applications [21]

Context-aware

Different mobile
Spans the

system

devices (battery
application layer,

capacity, type of
Middleware layer and

display), different
network layer [22]

users

and include the access policies to the cloud services

and data [2].

Private Mobile Cloud – is a type reserved for the or-

ganizations. It is possible to completely control the pri-

vacy and security of data stored in such type of a cloud.

Organizations can decide who and when can access the

cloud. The high level of the security increases costs for the

users.

Community Mobile Cloud – is shared by different organi-

zations that have the same or similar security requirements.

Shared data lowers security level compared to Private Mo-

bile Cloud. It is required that all organizations that share

the cloud trust each other. Because there are many part-

ners the costs are shared among several users and can be

significantly reduced.

Public Mobile Cloud – can be used by external organi-

zations and single users. Companies are able to connect

their own services to such cloud, with reduced costs and

efforts. The problem is that nobody is able to control the

structure, so it is not useful to store security sensitive data,

e.g. medical information.
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Hybrid Mobile Cloud – is a private cloud that is connected

to public cloud service. This is a good solution for com-

panies that want to have remote access to some resources.

All of the company data is protected because is kept on

private servers. This solution provides easier access for

trusted users (in this case employees), while retaining data

secured.

3. Scheduling Problems and General

Scheduling Criteria

For traditional cloud systems, the following scheduling cri-

teria can be considered:

– operational level issues (transmission protocols,

scheduling algorithms, energy consumption),

– privacy, security and trust management,

– context-awareness,

– data access,

– Quality of Service.

Each of them can be used also in Mobile Cloud systems.

However, due to limitation in the computational and storage

capacity of mobile devices, all those criteria should be con-

sidered together with energy consumption. It means that

scheduling methodologies in mobile cloud environments

must be based on the idea of lightweight operations per-

formed by mobile devices. One of the techniques which

results in reduction of energy consumption is offloading

operation.

3.1. Offloading Methods

In offloading methods, the computation is not executed on

the mobile devices but it is distributed among the servers.

Sometimes offloading can be done by sending the pointer

to the file instead of sending all the data (minimizing of

migration), which leads to further energy savings.

Offloading process in mobile systems can be performed

in three areas: Client-Server Communication, Virtual Ma-

chine migration, Mobile agents [3].

Client-Server Communication is the transmission be-

tween offloader (mobile device) and another node. Typi-

cal communication protocols include the Remote Procedure

Calls (RPC) and Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [3].

They are considered as stable protocols.

Virtual Machine migration – the memory image file of

a Virtual Machine is transferred from a source server to the

destination server. It is not necessary to stop application

execution during migration process [23]. However, Virtual

Migration method needs a long time to copy large VM data,

so this method can be too slow for mobile devices.

Mobile agents – this method is used for the parallelization

of mobile applications processes execution. Agents eval-

uate servers speed to assess the costs. The process uses

special benchmarks.

Another problem is offloading procedures activation mo-

ment. Data storing, access and processing in the cloud

physical and virtual networks may also increase the over-

all power consumption in the whole system. As it is pre-

sented in [6] offloading is only worth to be implemented in

energy aware context, when there is a large number of

computation data with proportionally small communication

required in the system.

3.2. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a hard-

ware method used to reduce energy consumption in com-

puting systems. Implementation of this method in cloud

systems requires additional hardware circuit that can con-

trol power consumption of each node. This can be done

by changing the clock speed [24] and/or supply voltage.

This approach requires trade off: the best way is to increase

clock and supply voltage when processor is busy, and de-

crease them to the lowest possible level when processor is

idle. The power-frequency relation is not always linear, and

is different for every platform, so optimum is difficult to

find. [6]. Considering the fact that even if server is idle it

still consumes energy, the sleeping modes are another so-

lution. This can be applied to the whole system including

not only servers but also all separated mobile devices.

4. Energy Efficient Scheduling

Algorithms

The scheduler of Mobile Cloud Computing is implemented

in PaaS layer. The data is shared by all the users connected

to the Cloud at the same time, therefore it might cause some

latency. The Quality of Service (QoS) is also a big prob-

lem as the number of users and the size of Mobile Cloud

increase. Nowadays the solutions for data management in

schedulers are well developed but still there are some issues

regarding handling the data-intensive applications.

This section presents several heuristic methods imple-

mented for scheduling problem in MC. Heuristic scheduling

algorithms can be divided into two groups: heuristic and

meta-heuristic. In heuristic methods every task gets pri-

ority, then is executed in decreasing order. This method

is efficient but doesn’t have to be optimal on global scale.

Meta-heuristic methods, often called “genetic algorithms”,

are less efficient; however they find good solutions for com-

plicated problems.

Dynamic structure and limited computing power of the de-

vices in Mobile Cloud requires implementation of special

schedulers.

4.1. Mobile Cells Scheduler

In this solution a model similar to mobile agents concept

is proposed [25]. The whole cloud structure is build of cells,
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which are divided into two groups: UMSC (User Mobile

Service Cell) and CMSC (Cloud Mobile Service Cell). The

scheduling process is divided into three parts:

– UMSC collects requests from users;

– UMSC migrates to CMSC;

– CMSC goes to the MC and looks for the cloud’s units

able to handle the user requests. Then CMSC sends

the information back to the mobile host.

Such methodology eliminates errors caused by turning off

the Wi-Fi network or dropping off the mobile devices for

Mobile Cloud users, because information is kept in the MC

until it is restored. The disadvantage of this methodology

appears when the mobile host is not connected while cloud

cell wants to receive information. Also the cell region can

lost connection with mobile host while it migrates to an-

other cell region. The list of connection information for

cloud units can solve this problem. If the wireless con-

nection is fast the workflow is finished by cloud units,

in other case the CMSC is saved until the connection is

resumed.

As the model explained above, there is implemented the

Genetic Algorithm (GA) based on the concept of UMSC

and CMSC. Authors in [25] proposed the UMS (Universal

Mobile Service) as a group of cells C with variable as

arrival time, priority, state. The status of the C cell can

have two values: migrated or divided.

The Mobile Cloud nodes are defined as N. The GA oper-

ates on couples like (C, N). The first step is to define initial

population taking into account priority of the cells and effi-

ciency of the computing system. Next the fitness function F

minimize the computational time of the scheduling:

F(s) = C + D+ R , (1)

where C represents the computational time spent on exe-

cuting cell C by node n, D is transmitting time of the data

between cells and R is migrating time between nodes.

Next step is crossover. The representation of population is

divided into two parts, for both there are solution S1 and S2.

Next the cell P is chosen by the random function. The po-

sition of P is P1 in S1 and P2 in S2. Then S1 and S2 are

divided into two halves and crossed like in traditional GA.

Finally the last step is mutation. There are chosen two ge-

netic representations G1 and G2 with the same cell priority.

Next they are switched each other [25].

4.2. Scavenger

Scavenger provides cyber-foraging via Wi-Fi and sched-

uler for costs estimation. The method of estimate costs

uses benchmark method to measure the speed of surrogate

servers and decides if the offload process should be exe-

cuted or not. The partitions, jobs, and workflows are pro-

vided by mobile code. This framework gives the possibility

to offload the mobile devices to several surrogate servers.

Executing the applications on a few surrogate servers as

a parallel execution is more efficient. The scheduler algo-

rithm includes:

– speed and utilization level of the surrogate server,

– latency of the surrogate and network capacity,

– complexity of the task that is described as a time

needed to complete the task on the surrogate.

For every task there are created two profiles: with global

task weight and for every task-device couple.

The global task weight is based on the Eq. 2 [4].

Tw = Td(Ps/Pa) , (2)

where Td = time needed to complete the task, Ps = NBench

result, Pa = number of other tasks that executes at the same

time on the same mobile device.

4.3. MobSched

MobSched is a scheduler providing optimization for power

consumption and network capacity. It provides at the same

time maximum QoS and maximum bandwidth of the com-

putational model. The general model is presented in the

Formula 3 [5].

α(p1x1 + . . . + pNxN)−β (t1x1 + . . . tixi + . . . tNxN) , (3)

where α and β are the optimization parameters, p is the

power consumed by every node, x is fraction of the work

that was dedicated for each node and t is capacity for each

node. The optimizing parameters are 0 < α and β < 1 and

α + β = 1.

As the scheduler provides optimization of two (or even

more) factors at the same time, there are implemented two

optimization parameters (α and β ). The whole system is

limited by maximum tolerable error. This can be for ex-

ample a number of lost packets during period.

5. Conclusions

In this work the general model of Mobile Cloud system

was presented. For better explanation the MC system was

compared to the traditional Computational Cloud. The pa-

per discusses important problems related to MC, i.e. se-

curity, privacy, energy consumption and cost analysis. All

of those factors contribute to the efficient scheduling. The

paper also presents some examples of already implemented

energy efficient schedulers, such as MobSched, Scavenger

and the Mobile Cell Scheduler. As it can be noticed, the

problem of energy efficient scheduling in Mobile Clouds is

complex. Still the optimal solution for all of the issues in

the Mobile Cloud is not found, which makes the research

area wide open.
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